
Here in the 21st century, most ISPF users do their everyday
work in some sort of 3270 emulator on a PC or workstation.
There are many of these software products on the market

today. They all have a set of common features. Some have more bells and
whistles than others, but one thing they all provide is the ability to run an
emulated mainframe 3270 session in a PC or workstation window.

I personally have not used a real 3270 device in over 10 years and frankly,
have forgotten what it was like to actually work on one. If I had to revert to
working on such an antique, the first thing I would miss is the mouse.

This month, I will discuss a number of techniques to rapidly move and
position the 3270 cursor around in an ISPF Edit screen. The discussion
will include both mouse movement and built-in ISPF Edit tabbing.

OLD HABITS DIE HARD

Having worked on real 3270 devices for many years, when I first
began working on early emulators, I dragged along some dusty old
habits. Early PC emulators like the DOS-based versions of ProComm
(PC Plus) and Extra first appeared in the late 1980s. Recall that a
mouse wasn’t a standard piece of equipment for a personal computer
until the early 1990s.

In these early mouse-less emulators, I continued to use the new line
key, the cursor moving arrow keys, the tab key and other traditional
3270-style cursor movement techniques. I vaguely recall that some of
the more advanced emulators of the late 1980s allowed an adjustment
to the speed of cursor movement when an arrow key was held down.
Without a mouse, this helped get the cursor to an insert point quicker.

THE MOUSE CHANGES EVERYTHING

Once the mouse appeared, all of these older techniques became almost
moot. The mouse changes everything. It is difficult to come up with a fig-
ure or diagram to demonstrate how to use the mouse when editing, so I’ll
attempt to describe it as clearly as possible. The primary context here is
that of ISPF Edit, but actually, the techniques I am describing with regard
to mouse movement apply to any emulated 3270 screen.

The new line key (sometimes called the “dog-leg” or “bent arrow”)
is almost never needed anymore. Instead of pressing the new line key
numerous times to progress downward to input fields on a 3270 screen,
a simple movement of the mouse cursor to the place on the screen
where you want to type, followed by a left click, is far faster.

This speed advantage is especially noticeable when there is a lot of
vertical distance between where the 3270 cursor is and where you want

it to be. If you find yourself punching the new line key a lot, try using
the mouse instead.

The same can be said about the arrow keys. While they are still
occasionally needed for fine, single-column or single-row positioning,
a mouse-out/left-click to an insert point will always be faster. Try
replacing arrow key movement with mouse movement. With minimal
practice, you’ll benefit from increased speed and accuracy.

WHAT ABOUT THE TAB KEY?

Ah yes, the tab key. Does it still have a legitimate use in a software-
emulated 3270 screen? Yes. Particularly in some specialized situations
within ISPF Edit.

ISPF EDIT—TABBING

There are three distinct types of tabbing that are built in to ISPF Edit:

1. Software tabbing
2. Hardware tabbing
3. Logical tabbing

All three forms of ISPF Edit tabbing involve the use of a particular
special character to use as the tab stop character, the Tabs line com-
mand and possibly, the Tabs primary command.

SOFTWARE TABBING

I find software tabbing the most useful of the ISPF Edit tabbing
variations. It is best used when you have to enter fixed width, colum-
nar-oriented data but you want to use the first position of the tab stop
to actually type something. FIGURE 1 shows an example of activating
software tabbing in ISPF Edit.

Software tabbing also changes the default cursor position of ISPF
Edit. This default behavior is explained in detail in Option 9 - Tabbing
(hardware/software/logical) of the Edit Tutorial menu. If you are using
the Edit Highlight command to add color to your edit sessions and you
have activated the Cursor Phrase Color option, you will easily notice
the change that occurs with alternate software tabbing.

Erasing all of the hyphen characters in the current Tabs line deacti-
vates software tabbing. Simply adding the hyphens in the Tabs line is
what activates software tabbing. This differs, as you will soon read,
from the two other forms of ISPF Edit tabbing.
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HARDWARE TABBING

On the ISPF Edit screen, there are normally only two hardware tabs
per line—the leftmost line number and the first position that accepts
text. Hardware tabbing allows you to add additional tabs stops. FIGURE 2
shows a hardware-tabbing example.

Note that with hardware tabbing, the columnar position that the tab stop
is in becomes unusable as a data column. Attempting to type something
into it will cause the keyboard to lock up. This doesn’t mean that any
existing data that was already there is lost or gone. It just means that while
hardware tabbing is active, you cannot see the data in the tab stop column.

Hardware tabbing is activated by using TABS ALL and deactivated
by using the TABS OFF primary commands.

LOGICAL TABBING

Logical tabbing is a bit more complex than the other two forms of
tabbing. Honestly, I have used it only a few times in all of the years that
I have worked with ISPF Edit. I will not cover it in detail. Instead, I
suggest reading the logical tabbing portion of the ISPF Edit Tutorial.

Briefly, logical tabbing requires that you choose a character to enter
in your data. This character will serve to align each piece of text on a
tab stop. The tutorial uses the negate sign (¬) as the character. The Tabs
line itself should contain the asterisk characters that are normally used
with hardware tabbing. Logical tabbing is activated by entering:

Command → TABS ¬

or, the word “TABS” followed by the single character that you have chosen.
Note that if the current setting was TABS ON ALL when logical tabbing is
activated, the activation of logical tabbing turns off hardware tabbing.

Typing TABS OFF as a primary command will deactivate either
hardware and logical tabbing. Software tabbing doesn’t rely on the
TABS primary command. The presence/absence of hyphens in the Tabs
line is what causes it to be active/inactive.

CONCLUSION

One of the tricks to enhancing productivity while editing is to lean
on the machine to help you reduce wasted thought and motion. That is,
the less time you spend thinking about mundane things such as where
to place the cursor, the more time you can spend focusing your atten-
tion on the complexity of what you are working on.

There is nothing wrong with taking a minute or two to set up simple
tab stops or taking some time to practice moving around a screen with
the mouse.

I find that the tabbing features of ISPF Edit come in handy when I
am faced with some serious data entry. Maybe I have to enter a few
pages of numbers in columns. Or perhaps I have some complex data
layout work in COBOL to type.

It is in situations like this that I spend a moment or two setting up my
tabs. And when I am finished with the tabs, I clear the tabs line and turn
TABS OFF.  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of Concentrated Logic Corporation,
a Glendale Heights, IL-based software development firm specializing in
TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design. He can be reached at conlogco@attbi.com.
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FIGURE 1: SOFTWARE TABBING ACTIVATED IN A REXX EXEC

Typing in the word Tabs as a line command activates the Tabs line. Each software tab
stop is indicated by a hyphen within the tabs line. This activates software tabbing. A
press of the Enter key will tab to each field. In this screen shot, I have set the Cursor
Phrase Color to Pink, Inverse to demonstrate this colorization feature when used in
conjunction with software tabbing.

FIGURE 2: HARDWARE TABBING IN A REXX EXEC

With hardware tabbing, the asterisk character is used to indicate a tab stop. Once the
tabs stops are entered, you activate the hardware tabbing by using the Tabs ALL pri-
mary command. Now, the defined tab stops will respond to the hardware tab key.
Note how the text that is in the tab stop columns temporarily becomes invisible (look
to the comment data in blue). This data is not lost. It will reappear when the Tabs OFF
primary command is entered.

TIP OF THE MONTH:

One of the most powerful features of any 3270 emulator is
the ability to copy and paste text from the emulated 3270
screen.This saves tons of time, and everyone who uses
TSO/ISPF with an emulator should practice this technique.
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